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Name:

First Semester M.A. Degree (Reg./Suppl./lmp.) Examination, October 21fi
(2A14 Admn. Onwards)

ECONOMICS/APP LI E D ECONOMICS/D EVE LO PM ENT ECONOM ICS
Ec01c03 : Quantitative Techniques for Economic Analysis

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 60

PART _ A

Answer all questions.

1. lf the product of a matrix A and its transpose (A') is equal to an identity matrix
of thd same order, the matrix is

b) Diagonal matrix

d) Scalar matrix

2. Which of the following probability distribution is not based on a discrete variable ?

a) Orthogonal matrix

c) Singular matrix

a) Poisson

c) Log normal

a) any row

c) principal diagonaf

b) Binomial

d) None of the above

b) Efficient estimator

d) Point estimator

b) any column

d) none ofthese

3. The first central moment of a distribution is

a) Mean of the distribution

b) Variance of the distribution

c) Power of the distribution

d) Standard error of the distribution

4.'Minimum variance estimator is known as

a) Consistent estimator

b) Unbiased estimator

5. Trace of a matrix is the sum of the elements of

P.T.O.
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6. when a coin is tossed, getting head and getting tail are '

a) complementary events b) equally likely events

c) mutually exclusive events d) allthe above

7..The positioning and spread of the normal curve is determined by the values

-2-

of

a) XandP

c) pando

8. A random variable X takes value 1

anA 
2/g. Find exPectation of X

Xando
allthe above

and 2with corresponding probabilit ies /g

b)

d)

,t

,.f\ 3/_ 4nxVz=4\o, /5 \e'
a)% b)% c)%

PART - B

Answer anY 8 questions

g. what are the desirabre properties of a good estimator ?

10. Distinguish between Type I and Type ll errors'

11. Define :

a) SamPling distribution'

b) Standard error'

12, Distinguish between nu|| hypothesis and a|ternative hypothesis.

12 tl - tz or
13. Given o=l t o 

I 
t=l; ;lt"tvoucalculateBA?whv?

ls 1l
14.Define: L -

a) Confidence interual and

b) Critical region'

15. Distinguish between estimate and estimator'

16. What is central limit theorem ?
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17. What is a standard normal variate ? ' y' t

18. Distinguish between continuous and discrete random variabre.

19' Two coins are tossed. what is the probability of getting (a) both heads (b) atleast one head.
(8x2_1G)

.i

PART - C

Answer any 4 questions.

20' Find the probability that in a family of 4 children there wiff be (a) at teast 1 boy
!2) at least 1 boy and at least 1 girl. Assume that the probabilit y of amate birthis /2.

21. Write a note on Log normal distribution.

22' Arandom variable of size 16 has 53 as mean. The sum of squares of thedeviations taken from mean is 150. obtain .9lo/oand g9% 
"ontid"n.e 

fimits ofthe population mean.

23' Define a random variable. what do you mean by (a) distribution of a randomvariabfe (b) expectation of a random variable ?

la' a 1l

24. Evaluate the determinant I 
b'? b 1l

l"' c 1l

25' Find the probability of a 4turning up at least once in two tosses of a fair die. (4x5=20)

PART _ D

Answer any two questions.

26' Find the characteristic equation and characteristic roots of the matrix.

ir 2 2l
A=l o 2 1l

L_1 2 2l
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28.

An urn contains 4 defective and 8 non defective balls. A second urn contains
2 defective and 6 non-defective balls. A ball is drawn from one of the the urns
selected at random. Find the following probabilities.

a) That the ball drawn is defective

b) That the ball drawn is non defective

c) That the ball is drawn from the first urn, given that it was a defective ball

a) Explain students t distribution and its uses in statistical tests.

b) A stenographer claims that she can take dictation at least at the rate of more
than 120 words per minute of the 12 tests given to her she could perform
an average of 135 words with a standard deviation of 40. ls her claim valid
(a = 0.01) ?

29. a) Define cofactor of an element of a matrix. lf A =
factors of elements 6, -9.

b) Defihe rank of a matrix. Find the rank of matrix (2x10=20)
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find the co-

3

=2
7

4 71
5 6l
3 -eI

[s 2 1l

l0 r rl
L2 1 0l

A-


